Given a bration E ! B and a class of arrows of B, one can construct the free bration (on E over B such that all reindexing functors over elements of are equivalences.
elements of are equivalences.
In this work I give an explicit construction of this, and study its properties. For example, the construction preserves the property of beingbrewise discrete, and it commutes up to equivalence with brewise exact completions. I show that mathematically interesting situations are examples of this construction. In particular, subtoposes of the e ective topos are treated.
Introduction. In the conference in Tours, July 1994, Jean B enabou ( B2]) presented an alternative treatment of the calculus of fractions of GZ](see section 1). One of his results was:
Theorem 0.1 (B enabou) Let It should be noted that this is the construction of a special kind of colimit in the 2-category of brations (see PTJ] and H]; this is the category with brations as objects, maps of brations as 1-cells and vertical natural transformations as 2-cells), namely a bi-coinverter (the author thanks John Power for this piece of terminology). In a 2-category, a bi-coinverter for a diagram of two parallel 1-cells with codomain A and a 2-cell between them, is the universal 1-cell departing from A making the 2-cell invertible. Any class of arrows of a given category B can be seen as a natural transformation between the functors dom and cod from the discrete category on to B, and in the brational references given above it is explained how every such 2-cell (in Cat) lifts to a 2-cell between two maps of brations, if B is the base of a bration E p B
. The bi-coinverter of this 2-cell is exactly the mentioned construction. I show that some mathematically interesting situations are examples of this construction: lter-quotient toposes over germs of topological spaces, and some subtoposes of the e ective topos Eff. There is also some material on preservation of coproducts.
Preliminaries
In this section I recall some de nition and basic facts.
Given a category C, a class of arrows C is said to admit a calculus of right fractions ( GZ] 
with sa = tb 2 . The functor P sends f : A ! B to the equivalence class of the span (id; f).
GZ] note the following facts: if C has nite limits, then C ?1 ] also has nite limits and P preserves them; given a parallel pair of arrows f; g in C, P (f) = P (g) Z as a representative for the composition. We must check that this is independent of the choice of representatives; that is if a span ( 0 ; f 0 ) is equivalent to ( ; f) and ( 0 ; g 0 ) is equivalent to ( ; g) then the compositions are equivalent. Let's look at the diagram witnessing those equivalences, in which also the relevant squares for 
We know that ( ; B In the case of a left exact bration (by which I mean a bration which is a nite limit preserving functor between left exact categories), or even just abration E p B such that B has pullbacks, a far more conceptual and simple proof can be given, because the construction in the proof of theorem 2.1 is really a two-step construction: rst add freely cocartesian arrows over arrows in , and then force (by a calculus of fractions construction) these to be isomorphic to the existing cartesian arrows over arrows in . First a theorem about preservation of coproducts in the situation where one inverts vertical maps. cartesian because all maps are; so the map is iso. Moreover, if in the case of construction 2.1 we have that the original bration is discrete, then certainly the new one is brewise a preorder and a groupoid, but then for any vertical map the domain and codomain are the same object, and the unique iso is the identity. The statement about the functor between presheaf categories is an easy veri cation. It should be noted that the lter quotient construction itself is an example of 2.1. Every topos E is bered over the lattice Sub(1) of subobjects of 1, in the sense that over U 1 we have the slice E=U. Given a lter U on Sub(1), the class of those inequalities U V such that for some S 2 U, S^U = S^V , admits a calculus of right fractions, resulting in the fraction category (poset) Sub(1)=U; and the new ber over 1 (applying 2.1) is the lter quotient E=U.
Subtoposes of the e ective topos
Let R be the category of subsets of IN and partial recursive functions: a map f : A ! B in R is the restriction to A of a partial recursive function which is de ned on A and lands in B.
R is fully embedded in the e ective topos Eff as ::-closed subobjects of N (N denotes the natural numbers object of Eff), and I denote its image under the embedding also by R. The bration Eff R ! R is the restriction of the codomain bration to R. RR] show that this bration arises from the following construction. Let Proj R be the bration over R de ned by: objects are diagrams X with the top row a map in Set and the bottom square in R. This is bered over R by the functor which takes the last component (Proj R is itself a kind of universal construction, but that doesn't concern me here). Now Eff R is the berwise exact completion of Proj R . This is a construction which can be performed on any left exact bration, and goes as follows (the reader is referred to CCM] Let's call a bration berwise exact if it is left exact, every ber is exact and reindexing preserves the exact structure (quotients of equivalence relations).
Every map: E ! F of brations over B such that F is berwise exact, factors essentially uniquely through E ex ! F which preserves the berwise exact structure. By an easy adaptation of the theory of exact completions (see CCM] or RR]), a berwise exact bration is of form E ex if and only if every ber has enough projectives, the category of projectives in each ber is left exact, and reindexing preserves projectives in the bers. In that case, it is the berwise exact completion of its sub bration of projectives in the bers. Now RR] remark that their construction of Eff applies as well to any other Eff-like topos, constructed over another partial combinatory structure. In particular, one can look at the structure of A-recursive functions for a subset A IN. Computing these functions, one is allowed to consult an \oracle" which gives answers to the question x 2 A? for any x; of course this begins to be interesting when A is not recursive. One has a topos Eff A and it is known ( Hy], P]) that Eff A is a sheaf subtopos of Eff. Let R A be the analogon of R with respect to A-partial recursive functions. One has the bration (Eff A ) R A ! R A , and it is likewise the exact completion of a left exact bration Proj R A ! R A . Theorem 3.1 R A arises as a calculus of fractions construction out of R, and the construction of 2.1, applied to the bration Eff R ! R with respect to this calculus of fractions, yields (Eff A ) R A ! R A . Proof. Assume some standard, primitive recursive coding of nite sequences of natural numbers, written hx 1 ; : : :; x n i. Say that 2 IN is an A-information sequence if is of form hhx 1 ; i 1 i; : : :; hx n ; i n ii where x 1 < : : : < x n and for all k, 1 k n, i k = 0 if x k 2 A, and i k = 1 otherwise. In particular, the empty sequence hi is an A-information sequence.
Let the class P of arrows in R be de ned by: X 0 ! X is in P if and only if X 0 is of form X 0 = fhx; x i j x 2 Xg, where all x are A-information sequences, is the projection hx; x i 7 ! x, and there is a machine M which, consulting an oracle, for all x 2 X has a terminating A-recursive computation and x codes exactly the information about A this computation requires. Alternatively, using choice to obtain a cleavage for E ! B and using the 2-functoriality of the construction (?) ex , one sees that it must preserve equivalences.
2) If E ! B is berwise exact then so is (E) ! B. q 2 C 0 may not be a vertical equivalence relation in E, but pulling it back along a suitable element of we get one, and that one is the kernel pair of its quotient, since E ! B is berwise exact. This structure can then be transferred back again.
Alternatively, using choice to obtain a cleavage for E ! B, one may observe that exactness is the kind of structure that is preserved under ltered colimits.
There is a point about the de nition of in the proof of theorem 3.1 which I think deserves to be made, although I'm not sure I understand the signi cance of it. The de nition is su ciently \e ective", that is the axioms for a calculus of fractions are validated recursively in indices for the morphisms of R (e.g. given This must have some meaning for the internal logic of Eff. For example, suppose that is an internal calculus of fractions in Eff, such that P : R ! R ?1 ] has a full and faithful right adjoint. This adjunction carries over to the poset re ections, giving an internal topology in Eff.
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